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  Each year, incoming Form One students have the chance 
to attend several bridging courses that help them transition to 
Secondary School. This transition can be difficult, but the bridging 
courses give new students a chance to get used to their new learning 
environment. 

  One of the English bridging courses is taught by our NET, Mr. 
Bates. This year the class was all about drama. Students worked hard 
to produce a drama concept, write and edit a script, practice, and 
then perform their dramas in front of a real audience in the school 
Hall. The class was well-attended, and the students had a fun time!

Skeptical of their new NET?

Mr Bates hears some surprising details.

Idioms about Food
  有關食物的成語

Learn the following idioms about food.

Getting serious about humor

The winning team, about to take a bow

中一暑期銜接班
Pre-S1 Bridging Course 

Fresh Form 1 students perform a funny moment.

14



  Students gather together 

with teachers and tutors to 

practice Group Discussion during 

lunchtime. The atmosphere of 

the class is brisk and businesslike, 

but  the s tudents  en joy the 

chance to get detailed feedback 

about their performance.

  Our English Room has undergone some 
dramatic changes! It is more attractive and 
conducive to group learning. We all love the 
new look!

Activities
Students can enjoy a variety of extra English classes in our English Room. 

英文室的新面貌

A New Look of  

The Lunch Oral Class

  They help students improve in all four areas of language competency: Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing. Afterschool classes are popular and well-attended. 

Afterschool classes

  The class gives students an 
early-morning opportunity to 
practice listening English. Some of 
the material is pretty challenging, 
but our students are always up for 
a good challenge!

The Morning Listening Class

Our English Room

Individual student desks have been replaced 
with fresh new tables and comfortable chairs.

Mock exam papers and grammar exercises are 
ready on the shelf for self-access learning.

Sit and relax at this corner of English 
magazines and board games.

Look at these posters and 
share the fun we had in 
different English activities.
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